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Abstract: Combined polarization imaging of radio jets from Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) in circular and linear polarization, also known as full Stokes imaging, has the potential to constrain both the magnetic field structure and particle properties of jets. Although only a small fraction of the emission when detected, typically less than a few tenths of a percent but up to as much as a couple of percent in the strongest resolved sources, circular polarization directly probes the magnetic field and particles within the jet itself and is not expected to be modified by external screens. A key to using full Stokes observations to constrain jet properties is obtaining a better understanding of the emission of circular polarization, including its variability and spectrum. We discuss what we have learned so far from parsec scale monitoring observations in the MOJAVE program and from multi-frequency observations of selected AGN.
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1. Introduction

Polarization observations of jets from Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) in “full Stokes”, combining both linear and circular polarization, have the potential to address fundamental questions about their magnetic field structure and particle populations. Observational constraints on the full three-dimensional magnetic field structure on parsec-scales, near the jet origin in the super-massive black-hole/accretion disk system, are still ambiguous, indicating both that elements of large scale toroidal fields are present (e.g., [1–4]) and that shocks in the jet flow play an important role in the local field order (e.g., [5–7]). Understanding this structure is important to untangling the role magnetic fields may play in continued acceleration and collimation of jets into parsec-scales (e.g., [8,9]). In addition, the low energy end of the relativistic particle spectrum is poorly constrained, yet it can help us understand the particle content and kinetic luminosity of jets (e.g., [10,11]) as well as the particle acceleration mechanisms at work in the jet flow. These low energy particles are potentially observable through their birefringence effects on the polarization, e.g., [12]. One challenge to using
linear polarization alone to answer these questions is that external Faraday screens can significantly modify the observed polarization. Circular polarization, although only a tiny fraction of the jet emission, has the potential to break this degeneracy as it is not expected to be modified by external screens, e.g., [13].

A key step to using full Stokes observations to constrain jet properties is obtaining a better understanding of the emission of circular polarization, including its variability and spectrum. In integrated measurements at ≤5 GHz, circular polarization is typically only a small fraction, ≤0.1%, of the Stokes-I emission [14], with strong values approaching 1% in PKS 2126–158 [15] and 2–4% in the intra-day variable source PKS 1519–273 [16]. In VLBA measurements at ≤15 GHz, circular polarization is typically <0.3% with strong values again approaching 1% [17,18] with the strongest observed local value of 3.2% in the jet of 3C 84 [19]. Sources with circular polarization measurements above 0.5% may be more common at higher frequencies [20,21] which probe shorter length-scales in the jet, closer to the central engine. While circular polarization is clearly variable (e.g., [22,23]), there are indications that some sources may show a preferred sign of circular polarization at certain frequencies, e.g., [13,17,22], although this has only been well established for Sgr A* [24,25].

In this proceedings, we first briefly review what is known about the emission mechanisms for circular polarization and discuss the prospects for better constraining the mechanism to answer fundamental questions about jet magnetic fields and particle populations. We then focus on parsec-scale observations from the MOJAVE, Monitoring Of Jets in Active galactic nuclei with VLBA Experiments, program and share preliminary results from multi-epoch measurements of circular polarization in a large number of AGN jets.

2. Emission Mechanisms for Circular Polarization

Circular polarization (CP) can be produced either as an intrinsic component of the emitted synchrotron radiation or through bi-refringence: Faraday conversion of linear polarization into circular, e.g., [26]. Roughly speaking, for optically thin emission, the fraction of intrinsic CP is inversely proportional to the Lorentz factor of the radiating electrons, \( m_c \sim \frac{1}{\gamma} \), and is of order 1% of the Stokes I emission in a uniform magnetic field at centimeter wavelengths [27]. Any field reversals, either along the line of sight or within the telescope beam, will reduce the observed fraction, and of course, if the radiating particles are some mixture of electrons and positrons, the emitted fraction of intrinsic CP will be scaled accordingly. On the other hand, Faraday conversion requires field order in the plane of the sky to convert linear polarization into circular and does not depend on the charge sign of the converting particles. Faraday conversion; however, does require either some magnetic field asymmetry along the line of sight or some internal Faraday rotation of the plane of linear polarization, e.g., [27–29].

In a homogeneous, optically thin region, the spectral dependence of circular polarization is quite different depending on the dominant mechanism. Intrinsic circular polarization is expected to have a shallow spectrum, \( m_c \propto \nu^{-0.5} \), while Faraday conversion is expected to be steep, \( m_c \propto \nu^{-3} \), if it is due to field asymmetry and perhaps even steeper if the conversion is driven by Faraday rotation which introduces its own frequency dependence [27]. Unfortunately, circular polarization from relativistic synchrotron sources most often coincides with the base of the jet which is expected to be inhomogeneous and have an optical depth near unity. Both emission mechanisms can then have a complex spectrum, including changes of slope and even sign with frequency, making it difficult to discern between them with limited spectral coverage. However, any variations in the field structure, particle density, and optical depth in such a complicated region must affect all Stokes parameters in a consistent way, making it possible to model the full Stokes spectrum to understand not only the emission mechanism but also the physical conditions that give rise to the observed circular polarization.

The first parsec scale results on 3C 279 by [11] favored Faraday conversion as the mechanism, indicating a lower cutoff in the relativistic power-law, particle energy spectrum of \( \gamma_l < 20 \). Following [10] they argued that a low cutoff in the power-law spectrum implied too large a particle population for an electron-proton jet on kinetic luminosity grounds, indicating that the particle content...
of the jet was primarily electron-positron. Subsequent analysis by [12,29] suggested that a contribution by thermal electrons in the jet would relax the relativistic cutoff and permit an electron-proton dominated jet. More detailed, six-frequency spectra obtained by [30] allowed for better modeling of 3C 279, including an inhomogeneous jet base and two homogeneous features close to the jet origin which contribute to the circular and linearly polarized emission. They found that the primary mechanism at higher frequencies was intrinsic circular polarization in the inhomogeneous jet base, suggesting the jet was not in fact $e^-e^+$ pair dominated. However, emission from the homogeneous components was still best explained by Faraday conversion with a low energy particle cutoff in the range $5 \leq \gamma_1 \leq 35$, showing that the two mechanisms may indeed work together in the same source depending on the local conditions. Perhaps the best observations to date constraining the emission mechanism for circular polarization in an AGN jet are the wide-band ATCA observations by [15] of PKS 2126–158. Their detailed, full-Stokes, integrated spectra spanned the full transition from optically thick to optically thin emission and measured a circularly polarized spectra of $m_c \mu_n + 0.60 \pm 0.03$ for the optically thick region and $m_c \mu_n - 3.0 \pm 0.4$ for the optically thin region, matching the expected spectrum for Faraday conversion for the optically thin emission.

3. Circular Polarization from MOJAVE

The MOJAVE program (http://www.physics.purdue.edu/astro/MOJAVE/index.html) [31] monitors the parsec scale structure and evolution of more than 300 AGN jets at 15 GHz with the Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA) in total intensity, linear, and circular polarization. First epoch observations of circular polarization from our original 133 source sample were published in [18], and we found strong circular polarization, $\geq 0.3\%$, in approximately 15% of our sample. With just a single epoch of observation, we could not detect any trends with source type or degree of linear polarization; however, subsequent analysis by [32] which combined our results with additional observations suggested that Quasars may have stronger circular polarization than BL Lacertae objects on average.

Here we present preliminary multi-epoch results from 2002 through the end of 2009. During this period we observed 278 sources for circular polarization at 15 GHz with an average of six epochs per source. Our methods are nearly the same as those described in our first epoch paper [18] with a couple of differences that are worthy of note. First, all of the results presented here beyond the first published epoch use a final phase calibration assuming no circular polarization to better align the left and right hand phase solutions. As described and tested in [18], this final round of additional phase self-calibration was necessary in some cases due to a clear positive-negative anti-symmetric circular polarization distribution from the gain transfer calibration alone. In that paper, we found that most sources gave very nearly the same results regardless of whether we applied this final round of phase self-calibration assuming zero-V, and on those sources where there was a significant difference, we always preferred the result with the phase self-calibration as more reliable. The second difference worthy of note is that in epochs from 2007 onward, we measure a small, but consistent, offset in circular polarization of order $-0.03\%$. Given its small amplitude, only about one-third of our typical uncertainty of 0.1%, this offset became apparent only after averaging all sources in our 24-h observing runs and examining multiple 24-h experiments. The effect appears to be baseline based, as the offset was not removed by tests that corrected all the antenna gains assuming no source had significant circular polarization. We still do not understand the origin of this offset. It may be due to bandpass or correlator effects that we cannot easily correct; however, given the consistency of the effect and its small size relative to our other uncertainties, we have chosen to simply adjust the measured circular polarization level in all sources in the epochs from 2007 onward by $+0.03\%$ and add a 0.03% uncertainty in quadrature with our standard uncertainty values.

Figure 1 shows single epoch linear and circular polarization images of NRAO 140 at 15 GHz along with our multi-epoch measurements of circular polarization from the jet base. Of the 278 sources observed for circular polarization from 2002 through the end of 2009, we found 91 to have at least one
epoch with a three-sigma detection, and 48 sources had multi-epoch three-sigma detections. Typical levels of detected circular polarization range from 0.3 to 0.7% with a few cases up to 1%. NRAO 140, as illustrated in Figure 1, shows consistent circular polarization over epoch, but this behavior is not typical in our sample. It is much more common for detected sources to show variable circular polarization from the jet core, as illustrated in Figure 2.

Figure 1. MOJAVE images of the quasar NRAO 140 from 23 September 2005. The left side of panels (a,b) show total intensity contours over-plotted with fractional linear and circular polarization colorscale respectively. The high levels of linear polarization, exceeding 70% at the extreme jet edge, are an imaging artifact. The right side of the same panels are contours of the linear and circular polarization, with the tick marks in panel (a) representing the electric vector position angle. A single total intensity contour is included to show registration. All contour levels in both panels start at 1 mJy/beam and increase in factor of $\sqrt{2}$ steps. The final panel (c) shows the fractional circular polarization of the core as a function of epoch.
Figure 2. Panels (a–d) show fractional circular polarization as a function of epoch in the jet cores of several Active Galactic Nuclei (AGN) with repeated detections of strong circular polarization. As noted in the text, most sources in the our program do not show strong circular polarization, and smaller subset shows repeated detections of strong circular polarization. Of the 39 sources with multi-epoch 3σ detections of circular polarization spanning at least a year, 35 show a preferred sign, as illustrated here.

**Sign Consistency**

Although variable circular polarization is typical, as illustrated above, it is intriguing that the large majority of our multi-epoch detected sources appear to have a preferred sign of circular polarization.
Repeated detections of the same sign of circular polarization in closely spaced epochs might be expected if there are no rapid changes in opacity during a single outburst, but longer time-scale consistency may be tied to overall magnetic field order in the jet. Several papers have suggested sign consistency at centimeter wavelengths in small numbers of sources or over short intervals [13,17,22] with perhaps the best established case the repeated measurements of Sgr A* over 20 years [24,25]. In our observations reduced to date, we have 39 sources with multi-epoch, three-sigma detections which span at least a year, and 35/39 of those are detected with the same sign as earlier epochs. The median span for those detections is 3.5 years which is longer than a typical outburst at 15 GHz, suggesting that the preferred sign in these sources is set by the super-massive black-hole/accretion disk system, perhaps through a poloidal field component or field helicity [33,34].

It is important to note that sign consistency in a given source may be a function of observing frequency. One of the best studied cases at 15 GHz is 3C 279 which has more than twenty VLBA epochs spanning 14 years (see [17,30] and Figure 2), most of those epochs with strong positive circular polarization and no epochs with negative sign. However, in UMRAO observations at 4.8 GHz, 3C 279 shows repeated changes of sign to negative circular polarization during this time period [30]. Homan et al. [30] argue that these changes in sign are to be expected due to opacity changes during an outburst. Recent results from the POLAMI monitoring program [35] indicate that sources showing a strong sign preference are rarer at 86 GHz, identifying only seven such cases in their 37 source sample. Opacity should not play a major role at this frequency, but it is possible that the smaller length scales probed are dominated by turbulent fields. At 4.8 and 8.4 GHz [36] has recently compared monitoring observations from the F-GAMMA project to those from [22], made more two decades earlier, and find only three sources with stable circular polarization of the same sign in both datasets. Further monitoring is required at a whole range of observing frequencies and time frames to fully establish the degree to which stable magnetic field structures may be important in parsec-scale jets and the time and length scales on which this influence may occur.
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